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PRESIDENT’S WORD

THE RECENT Federal Budget was hugely 
disappointing for health in Australia. The 
Government reluctantly came to the 
conclusion that it had no choice but to 
lift the freeze on Medicare rebates. To 
not do so would have made it extremely 
vulnerable to Opposition claims that the 
Coalition is trying to undermine Medicare. 
However, the Government has only 
committed to reinstating rebates over a 
period of three years, with only $9 million 
allocated in the 12 months from July 
2017 to July 2018. This means that some 
Medicare items, including items covering 
chronic care in general practice, will have 
not increased for 6 years by 2020.

Federal AMA decided to agree to a 
compact with the Federal Government for 
this 2017 budget. This essentially meant 
that AMA would accept the staged lifting 
of the Medicare rebate freeze, and in 
return, be in a position to negotiate with 
the Government for a number of other 
health priority areas. It has been AMA 
policy for three years now to lift the freeze 
on Medicare rebates, so on the surface this 
seemed to be a victory for us.

So why is AMA (NSW) opposed to the 
compact, and critical of the budget? Why 
have I, as President, spoken out in contrast 
to Federal and other State AMA branches?

AMA exists to fight for the best deal 
possible for our members, and for our 
patients. By any assessment, the freeze 
on Medicare rebates has been grossly 
unfair to both. Practitioners either accept a 
drop in income from Medicare despite the 
ongoing increase in costs of running their 
practices, see more patients by extending 
the hours they work or by seeing patients 
more quickly, or increase the out of pocket 
expenses for patients. Furthermore, the 

AMA (NSW) will continue to pressure the Federal Government to improve the 
funding of health, including better supporting Medicare.

Committed to doctors and patients

Prof Brad Frankum President, AMA (NSW)

President@amansw.com.au @bradfrankum www.facebook.com/amansw

people most dependent upon Medicare 
coverage are, as always, those with the 
least ability to pay extra for their healthcare 
– the elderly, the unemployed, the 
chronically ill, Indigenous Australians – so 
our colleagues working with these patients 
are the ones most severely affected by 
the Medicare rebate freeze. The very 
people looking after the most vulnerable 
in our society are the ones most adversely 
affected by the Government’s policy, and 
the quality of care provided to our patients 
is threatened by inadequate funding.

Mainstream media has generally been 
disinterested in the health components of 
the Federal Budget. They have been fooled 
into believing that the Turnbull Government 
has seen the light on health and on 
Medicare. Having a ‘compact’ with the 
AMA has been a political master stroke for 
Health Minister Greg Hunt, because it has 
allowed him to validate any queries about 
the funding of health by claiming he has the 
support of both the AMA and the RACGP 
and is working productively with us. This 
remains to be seen.

What vision for health has the 
Government articulated? What public 
health issues has the Turnbull Government 
developed comprehensive policies for? 
I recently heard an expert speaker at 
the Obesity forum at our AMA National 
Conference use an analogy that if 60% 
of the adult Australian population was 
suddenly infected with a life-threatening 
virus, the government would probably 
declare a state of emergency, and yet it sits 
on its hands and watches the obesity crisis 
roll along. In fact, the Deputy Prime Minister 
states he thinks the idea of a sugar tax is 
‘bonkers mad’! What is the plan for public 
hospital funding? How can practitioners be 

appropriately rewarded for quality practice? 
How does the Federal Government plan to 
better care for the elderly population? What 
funding is being increased to help Close 
the Gap? None of these critically important 
issues have been adequately addressed in 
either policy, or budgetary, measures by the 
Turnbull Government. 

AMA (NSW) will continue to pressure the 
Federal Government to improve the funding 
of health, including better supporting 
Medicare. The Coalition is unlikely to be 
re-elected if it cannot convince the voting 
public that it can manage the health of the 
nation, and that requires investment. This 
places the AMA in a very strong negotiating 
position, which we should use in the 
interests of our patients and our members, 
in a responsible way. This is not a partisan 
issue. AMA (NSW) will also continue to 
demand that the Labor Party commit to 
health, and stick to its promises.

Continuing on the theme of doing the 
right thing, the general response to the 
release of the AMA policy on marriage 
equality has been extremely positive. 
There has been some dissent from a few 
members. However, I remain very proud 
that the AMA has moved to this position, 
and shown our support of LGBTIQ patients 
and colleagues. If people feel their doctor 
will be supportive of their choices, and less 
likely to discriminate against them, then we 
have achieved something important.  dr.
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FROM THE CEO

WE WOULD like to thank all of the 
members who contacted us to provide 
such lovely feedback about the May/
June edition of The NSW Doctor. We 
were pleased to have an opportunity to 
celebrate the strength of the AMA. 

We did receive some feedback about 
the announcement of the AMA’s policy 
to support same sex marriage. While 
we understand the views expressed 
by some members, it is a decision we 
remain proud to support. We were 
particularly proud of the leadership 
shown by AMA (NSW) President, Prof 
Brad Frankum in leading the Federal 
AMA taskforce on the issue. 

Medical professionals have a duty of care for one 
another. Supporting our colleagues’ differences 
is as important as sharing a sense of purpose.

A celebration  
of diversity

Some members asked why it was the 
place of the AMA to involve ourselves 
in social issues. The answer is that 
there are significant and proven links 
between discrimination and poor health 

outcomes, and where health is at risk, 
speaking up is the right thing to do. 

However, the policy was also 
recognition of the value of those 
members of the profession who are 
LGBTIQ. We know from recent events 
involving bullying and mental health 
issues that too many doctors feel 
different or excluded. That needs to 
change, and we need every doctor and 
every medical student to understand that 
they are part of the medical family and 
are supported in both the commonality 
of purpose and their differences. It is 
not just LGBTIQ doctors and students 
who can feel different. In this edition, 
we bring you the compelling story of 

fiona.davies@amansw.com.au

Fiona Davies CEO, AMA (NSW)
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PRESIDENT’S WORD

THE FEDERAL COUNCIL of AMA voted 

in support of a position statement in 

favour of marriage equality at its last 

meeting. Having chaired the working 

party that developed this position 

statement, I was obviously pleased 

and relieved that this position was 

supported. I was also very proud that 

our organisation, through its members 

on Federal Council, was able to support 

a position that in essence rejects 

discrimination based on sexuality, 

and recognised the need to develop 

policy based on medical and scientific 

evidence, rather than religious or political 

ideology.
Public health position statements and 

policies are an important part of the 

work that your AMA does at both State 

and Federal levels all the time. Policies 

arise from issues that are topical in 

the mainstream, in politics, and in the 

day-to-day work of our members. The 

medical and scientific evidence available 

in the literature is used as the basis for 

formation of policy. What published data 

exists for the issue of marriage equality 

illustrates that the ongoing prevention of 

access to legally-sanctioned marriage 

for gay, lesbian, transgender, bisexual, 

and intersex people has adverse health 

consequences. 

Rejecting discrimination 
in all its forms is 
fundamental to medical 
practice.

AMA on 
marriage 
equality

Prof Brad Frankum President, AMA (NSW)
President@amansw.com.au @bradfrankum www.facebook.com/amansw

As doctors, our duty is to both treat, 

and to prevent illness where possible. 

For me, that means that rejecting 

discrimination in all its forms, and the 

unwavering defense of human rights, is 

fundamental to medical practice. When I 

fall ill, I want the doctor treating me to be 

oblivious to my sexuality, gender, politics, 

religion (or lack thereof), race, nationality, 

and income. It therefore follows that I 

want the AMA to formulate policy that is 

based on the same principles.

At AMA (NSW), we see one of our 

important roles as being a “Voice for the 

Vulnerable”. That means we represent our 

members when they are in difficulty. That 

means we support medical students and 

doctors-in-training. It also means we fight 

for equality and fairness for our patients. 

If the government of the day, or our public 

institutions, fail to follow these principles, 

all the more reason for the AMA to fill that 

void. It is my hope that both our LGTBI 

colleagues, and patients, feel a little safer 

with the AMA behind them.

The positions we adopt at council level 

of AMA are not universally popular with 

our membership. That is obvious from 

feedback we receive at times, and often 

causes pause for reflection. However, 

our membership continues to diversify 

and reflect the changing demographics 

of our profession, and reinforces to 

me the need for policy to be evidence-

based and bold. One could argue the 

failure of modern politics is in large part 

due to a dichotomous conflict between 

entrenched ideology and enslavement 

to opinion polls. As both scientists and 

carers, we must guard against both.  dr.

 

Marrwah Ahmadzai, a Muslim medical 
student. I hope every single member 
reads her story and shares it to reflect on 
what it is like for Marrwah as she faces 
the challenges of not only becoming a 
doctor but of direct racism from patients. 
It is a reminder to everyone to take a bit 
of extra time with junior colleagues, to 
be aware of the comments of patients, 
and to stand up to those comments and 
show the leadership that our colleagues 
deserve.  dr.

DHAS offers an independent & confidential 
advice service for doctors and medical students

Work related stress • Clinical competence • Concern for a colleague • Relationship issues 
Psychological disorders • Alcohol or substance misuse • Financial difficulties  
Legal or ethical issues • Physical impairment

Who’s looking after you?

The DHAS acknowledges the Medical Board of Australia’s funding contribution

NSW Helpline 02 9437 6552 (7days)
www.dhas.org.au
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IN THE MONTHS since our network 
lost Dr Chloe Abbott and Dr Shirlene 
Lim there’s been a steady stream of 
think pieces and media reports on the 
wellbeing of junior doctors. Mostly, these 
reiterate things we already know: long 
hours are hard, training is difficult, and 
destructive bullying is far too common. 
An essay written by a Sydney intern 
and published in The New York Times 
even described seeing nasty wounds 
as an unreasonable stressor, leading 
her to want to smash things in a shop 
(I wonder if she’d thought about how 
stressful it might be for the patient to 
be wounded?). Are we making any 
progress on these issues? There is no 
version of medicine that can completely 
excise long hours and distressing 
situations. Regardless, something about 
medical training in Australia seems 
to be frequently tipping over into the 
unbearable. The majority of voices 
calling for change are female, including 
the anonymous author of ‘Medicine’s 
Dirty Secret,’ who most commentators 
assumed was male. How, as women and 
as doctors, can we start to take apart the 
system and put it back together again for 
the better?

I would not say that I have found 
the pathway through training easy to 
date. After losing two network friends 
and colleagues within months of each 
other, life lost its colour. I’d like to say I 
was spurned to action after Chloe died 
– Not again! Not on my watch! This has 
to stop! But truthfully, it was the fourth 
funeral I’d been to for a suicide in a year, 
and all I was spurned to do was lie down 
on the floor. Suicides always leave a 

There’s no one solution 
to doctor suicide, 
but we can address 
the issue by working 
together. 

void of unanswered questions. Simple 
answers like “work hours” and “exam 
stress” don’t cut it. The truth is more 
complex and unknowable. Concurrent 
interpersonal conflicts with other medical 
registrars and bad marks in trial exams 
left me questioning my skills. I couldn’t 
process what was happening in my 
own life, nor all the death around me. 
I couldn’t remember wanting to be a 
doctor. All I could see were smart people 
stuck in a vocation sucking the joy out of 
our lives, and the women in the trenches 
with me could apparently see no exit.  

My partner got me up off the floor. In 
the days after Chloe died he took me to a 
rocky bay. We jumped off the rocks and 
swam out, diving down to the ocean floor 
to grab any plastic rubbish we could see, 
then carrying the litter back to the shore 

for disposal. I just kept focusing on each 
little piece of trash, picking up one bit 
at a time, making the ocean floor clean 
again. Then I went back to work.

Waiting for me was an email from Dr 
Yael Barnett, a senior staff specialist. The 
suicide of a friend during her university 
years had stayed with her through her 
life and career. Dr Barnett and fellow 
consultant Dr Ann McCormack wanted 
to offer help to women trainees. If 
something is wrong, they told me, tell 
us, we’ll listen to you, let’s see if we can 
fix it together. We agreed to meet for a 
coffee, it took some weeks to find a time 
we could all make it (those crazy work 
hours again). We wanted to consider 
different experiences, so we opened 
the invitation to other female doctors as 

Picking up the pieces
well. The response was huge. I shouldn’t 
have been surprised; clearly there’s 
great need in our community of medical 
women to be there for each other and to 
start problem-solving a situation that has 
become toxic. 

By the time more than 20 consultants 
and registrars signed up for coffee I 
started looking for a bigger venue. Fiona 
Davies, CEO of AMA (NSW), kindly 
agreed to support our initiative as part of 
the AMA’s spotlight on doctors’ mental 
health. We were able to upgrade from 
a local coffee shop to a tasty dinner at 
Folonomo in Surry Hills, a well-deserved 
treat for these women who work so hard. 
At dinner we focused on trying to identify 
the details of the adversity women 
face during training and how we could 
dismantle obstacles. Every consultant 

present could relate a time of significant 
personal hardship during training. We got 
to work identifying how support could 
be improved. Currently, the majority 
of networks task network managers 
with overseeing trainee wellbeing. 
Those managers are also in charge of 
progression through training and have 
control over future career prospects. 
Many trainees feel uncomfortable 
revealing personal difficulties to the 
people who will be interviewing them 
for jobs. No one wants to be seen as 
the weak link or “problem registrar” and 
many had examples of times this has 
occurred. We realised we could solve this 
by creating a group that puts trainees in 
difficulty in touch with consultants who 
can help guide them. Most importantly, 

DIT DIARY

We must not accept being asked about our 
pregnancy plans at interview – presently, it seems a 
blind eye is being turned to this type of behaviour. 
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Dr Eliza Milliken Junior Doctor

@elizamilliken

as multiple networks were represented 
at our event, we could provide a go-to 
for advice and support that didn’t rely 
on network managers and directors of 
physician training. Many consultants 
attending dinner volunteered their time 
and contact details for this purpose.  

Multiple registrars reported that at 
informal pre-interviews for advanced 
training they have been asked if and 
when they intend to get pregnant. 
Networks have also been known to use 
loopholes such as short lapses between 
pre-vocational and advanced training 
contracts to strip female trainees of 
maternity leave entitlements. Maternity 
is creating a glass ceiling in medicine 
that is sometimes deliberately reinforced. 
Job sharing options are still non-existent 
in most networks and this is a simple 
refusal to allow access to doctors who 
are also parents to training. We must not 
accept being asked about our pregnancy 
plans at interview – presently, it seems a 
blind eye is being turned to this type of 
behaviour. 

Lack of unification amongst junior 
doctors was identified as a factor 
thwarting progress. However, group 
action for improved conditions is 
difficult when junior doctors who do 
complain (for example, about inadequate 
accommodation on secondment, 
illegal underpayment of overtime, or 
unfair rostering practices) are labelled 
‘troublemakers’. During negotiations 
for overtime pay one consultant (then a 
registrar) was told “junior doctors don’t 
have any political capital” and therefore 
networks “don’t need” to change. We 
may lack political capital as solo agents, 
but as the largest section of the medical 

workforce we can surely gain political 
capital through cooperation.

To date, the response to events 
from the Royal Australasian College of 
Physicians has been discouraging. There 
has been no progress on running exams 
more frequently, addressing the lack of 
advanced training positions, or making 
training more flexible. The worst example 
for me was the treatment of a close friend 
of Chloe and Shirlene’s after he failed the 
written exam. He was told that (due to 
a new policy about a maximum number 
of attempts) he could never re-sit. Our 
friend applied for special consideration, 
seeking one more chance next year due 
to the extenuating circumstances of the 
death of two physician trainees he was 
close with. His bid was supported by 
letters from network consultants stating 
what an asset he’d been. The college 
declined, intimating he should have 
known better than to sit the exam if he 
was ill, and advising he pursue a career in 
something other than being a physician. 
Chloe died six weeks before our exam. 
This response fails to acknowledge the 
tragedy of events, as well as 12 months 
of hard work, incredible expense, and 
the psychological pressure that makes 
the choice not to sit a very difficult one. 
Their reply also lacked compassion 
for basic physician trainees during a 
difficult time. It’s easy to say the system 
is stacked against us and much harder 
to name a block and tear it down. It’s 
good to see programs like BPT-OK 
addressing issues, but it has 

Left to right: Dr Prue Hardfelt and Dr Taylor Scott; Dr Nomvuyo Mothobi; A/Prof Katherine Ellard and Prof Anne Duggan

been raised that additional compulsory 
activities could further reduce free time 
and worsen stigmatisation by implying 
mental illness is caused by a lack of 
resilience or self-care skills, rather than 
these things simply being small risk-
modifiers. I recognise too that adversity in 
training is by no means the sole domain 
of women. Nevertheless, this impromptu 
coming-together of women was a 
departure point for us to seek solutions 
and pathways that will ultimately benefit 
anyone trying to maintain their humanity 
during medical training. We’re going to 
start out with continued events aimed at 
connecting female trainees with senior 
specialists for guidance and to provide 
role models. More importantly, these 
consultants won’t be the ones in charge 
of our progression through training. We’ll 
do something together about people 
being illegally asked about getting 
pregnant. We’ll have some fun together 
too and remind each other we’re not 
alone and don’t have to cut throats to be 
successful. 

There’s a lot of plastic in the ocean 
and I’m not sure it’s possible to pick it 
all up, but despite this I no longer feel 
like one sad, little swimmer, now that I’m 
swimming with a whole team.  dr.
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STUDENT VIEW

IT IS ONE of my first stints in the 
emergency department as a student, 
and the sounds of buzzing ambience 
fill the consult room – a steady purr of 
voices, the shuffle of footsteps, beeping 
monitors, ringing telephones. I wait 
with a distressed patient for the doctor 
assessing her to return. 

“So you’ll be a doctor soon?” she 
asks. I smile at the prospect. She 
continues nonchalantly, “It’s because of 
foreigners like you who are stealing our 
opportunities, our jobs, real Australians 
like me are suffering.”  

Stunned, I remain silent. She continues 
with a rising voice and words too strong 
to be shared here. I consider leaving the 
room, but remain rooted to the chair. The 
door opens, heralding the return of the 
doctor. The patient is immediately silent. 
A quiet breath of relief escapes my lips. 

 My supervising medical and nursing 
team are incredibly supportive and shower 
me with abundant reassurance when they 
hear about the incident, stating that the 
patient can be indiscriminately agitated 
towards healthcare staff when distressed. 
My rational inner voice reflects that pain, 
fear and vulnerability during illness can 
lead to disinhibited behaviour. However, 
I cannot suppress a twinge of sadness. 
Even as I progress slowly and humbly 
through the echelons of medicine, I have 
not escaped the weight of prejudice 
unscathed. Moreover, if my very presence 
is enough to distress the patient and boil 
over her frustrations, how can I fulfil my 

duty of care to her?
 The incident soon fades 

from memory but it does not occur in 
isolation. In the wards I hear comments 
by patients about the way I dress, my 
presumed cultural background and the 
stereotypes this carries. Initially, I never 
respond but senior staff do in my place, 
gently and respectfully. They always 
take time to discuss with me how I feel 
thereafter, offering practical advice on 
such patient interactions. One of my 
supervisors directs me to the 2016 NEJM 
article, “Dealing with Racist Patients”, 
an analysis on ethico-legal and practical 
issues in such cases which resonates 
with me as I realise I am not alone. This 
is a common issue healthcare staff face. 
My resilience strengthens and I learn how 
to respond confidently, professionally 
and with a touch of humour. I learn not 
to take such comments personally and 
luckily too, as it would be exhausting. 

The silver lining that emerges is my 
feeling of empowerment. It is refreshing 
that my colleagues respect and value 
me on the basis of my professional 
capability in the clinical sphere and never 
are my beliefs, way of dress or cultural 
background scrutinised or belittled. 
The healthcare facilities where I have 
undertaken my training have also been 
very inclusive. Most tertiary hospitals 
contain prayer rooms, the presence of 
which is vitally important for me as I pray 
five times a day. One of the hospitals I 
have worked at has incorporated the 

Islamic headdress, the hijab, into their 
policy for appropriate operating theatre 
attire. It mentions that a hijab may 
be worn in theatre, provided that it is 
laundered and a clean one worn daily, 
similar to those who wear personal 
scrub caps. This clause in the policy 
is encouraging as it demonstrates 
that staff diversity is recognised and 
accommodated.

Another inadvertent lesson I have 
learnt is that my diversity is my strength 
in clinical practice. On one level, it 
allows me to be privy to many cultural 
sensitivities for Muslim patients that 
will enable me to serve them better. 
More importantly, perhaps, I am astute 
towards, and empathise with, patients of 
a variety of social, cultural and religious 
backgrounds. This is invaluable as we 
live in a nation of cultural pluralism. The 
original owners of this land boast one 
of the oldest surviving cultural histories 
in the world. A quarter of Australians 
were born overseas and almost half of 
Australians have at least one parent who 
was a migrant. A medical workforce 
that is flavoured by this diversity will 
ensure optimal health outcomes for 
patients of all backgrounds in healthcare 
environments that are not biased.  dr.

Marrwah Ahmadzai is a final year medical 
student at UNSW. 

Head scarves  
and scrub caps
Despite facing overt prejudice from patients, 
Marrwah Ahmadzai is heartened by the 
inclusiveness of colleagues.
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He may be known as ‘the 
rock doctor’ to the stars, 
but within the medical 
profession he’s famous 
for his commitment to 
advocacy, charity and the 
community. 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR John 
Gullotta has his finger on the pulse 
of the entertainment industry – quite 
literally.

As Sydney’s ‘original rock doctor,’ 
A/Prof Gullotta is the go-to general 
practitioner for touring bands and 
celebrities, such as Pink, One Direction, 
Fleetwood Mac, Lenny Kravitz, Human 
Nature, Paris Hilton, and the like.

“It’s something I really enjoy doing. 
It’s not easy because you have to deal 
with a lot of egos, and they don’t like 
waiting – everything has to be done 
now. But I enjoy it. There are a lot 
of doctors they could choose from, 
but they go with me, which is a great 
honour.”

A/Prof Gullotta is one of a small 
group of doctors in Australia used 
by promoters and record labels. He 
started working with Australian acts 
when a friend, who was a promoter 
with Harbour Agency, approached him 
to provide medical support to local 
acts. Later on, he was asked to be the 
tour doctor for international acts when 
they play in Sydney. More recently, 
he has been working with television 
shows, such as The Voice and X 
Factor.

“It keeps me busy as a lot of acts 
come through and it’s mainly all after 
hours. Some don’t want a doctor there, 
but some do. Some even want you to 
be on the side stage,” he said.

“I think it’s a safety blanket for them, 
as a lot of them are getting older. 
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There are a lot of revival tours.” 
Rock stars experience some career 

specific health issues, and this makes 
up what is known in the business as 
‘rock medicine’. 

With the death of CD sales, most 
bands rely on touring to make money, 
but it’s an incredibly stressful lifestyle. 
Late nights, erratic sleeping schedules, 
random meal times, frequent changes 
in time zones and the physical exertion 
of playing three-hour shows can take 
its toll on the body. There is also a lot 
of physical contact backstage with 
strangers – meet and greets with VIPS 
and radio show contest winners, which 
increases their chances of catching 
colds and viruses. For singers, nightly 
performances put an extra strain on 
the vocal cords. And when you rely on 
your voice to make a living, there is 
added pressure to take care of it.

“Basically you’ve got to be available 
and you’ve got to understand them,” 
A/Prof Gullotta said. “It’s not the 
way you normally would approach 
a patient, but you’re dealing with 
someone who has a concert, they 
might have a cold, or their voice might 
be hoarse and you’ve got to get onto 
it quickly.”

While A/Prof Gullotta could never 
have predicted that he would one day 
be staring down the throats of some of 
the world’s most famous singers, he’s 
always been sure of one thing.

“Being a doctor is something I 
always wanted to be – even as a young 
boy I used to have the first aid kit and 
run around with my Band-Aids.” 

A/Prof Gullota was an only child, 
but that didn’t stop him from trying 
to patch up friends and kids in 
the neighbourhood. He grew up 

in Sydney’s Matraville, where his 
parents – both pharmacists – owned 
a chemist. In this environment, a 
career in healthcare seemed a natural 
choice. A/Prof Gullotta followed family 
tradition, first studying pharmacy at 
the University of Sydney, and after 
receiving his degree, attending the 
University of Newcastle to study 
medicine.

When it came time to open his own 
practice, he took over an existing one 
above his parents’ pharmacy in 1992, 
where he has been open for business 
ever since.

For years, A/Prof Gullotta watched 
his parents treat clients like family and 
that kind of ethos has been integral to 
the way he runs his medical practice. 
A/Prof Gullotta speaks Italian and is 
very involved in the community. He’s 
the doctor for the Italian Consulate, 
but also does a lot of pro bono work 
for elderly residents who need help 
with medical pensions. In turn, he 
has a very loyal patient base. He 
celebrated his 25th anniversary as a 
GP this year, and says he’s starting to 
see the babies he immunised over two 
decades ago come in with their own 
babies. 

His silver anniversary also coincides 
with another very important milestone. 
After more than a decade, A/Prof 
Gullotta stepped down as Chair of the 
AMA (NSW) Charitable Foundation.

The AMA established the Charitable 
Foundation in 1995 with the aim to 
harness the goodwill and charitable spirit 
of the medical profession, in order to 
provide funding for projects that promote 
health and wellbeing. The Foundation 
has a commitment to addressing the 
physical, social and emotional needs 



John Gullotta
Backstage  
with Associate  
Professor 
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of all Australians, particularly those 
disadvantaged in our community. Since 
its inception, the Charitable Foundation 
has raised more than $1.25 million.

“I think the Foundation is very 
important,” A/Prof Gullotta said. “And 
I think the beauty about it is that it is 
run in a lean way. There’s no money 
wasted on administration and the 
money goes directly to the charities.”  

The Charitable Foundation has a 
tradition of inviting the Australian of the 
Year to speak at its annual Gala Dinner 
event, and the charity is linked to their 
passion or cause. The Foundation also 
tends to support some of the lesser-
known charities that don’t necessarily 
have a huge profile or attract the 
funding they deserve. 

According to A/Prof Gullotta, there 
have been several highlights from his 
years with the charity.

He recalled the time country singer 
and Australian of the Year, Lee 
Kernaghan attended the Gala dinner 
in 2008. Known for his ‘Pass the Hat 
Around’ tours to raise money for 
drought-affected rural communities, 
Kernaghan made a similar overture 
during the Foundation event. 

“He started it off with about $100 
and then passed his cowboy hat 
around. That alone raised about $6000. 
Moments like that really stand out 
because it made such a tremendous 
difference to the lives of Australians.”  

A/Prof Gullotta also remembered 
the year the Foundation raised money 
for Alzheimer’s Australia NSW. After 
speaking with one of the representatives 
from the charity, he realised that he had 
previously known her husband.

“Her husband was my insurance 
broker for 10 years, but then sold his 
business and retired. What I didn’t know 
at the time was that he had developed 
Alzheimer’s. So that made it very 
personal for me and made raising money 
for that organisation very gratifying.”

In addition to his work with the 
Charitable Foundation, A/Prof Gullotta 
has been very involved in medico-
politics. His interest was initially 
sparked in university and after he 
opened up his own practice, he 

joined his local division of general 
practice. A/Prof Gullotta has served 
as President of the Eastern Suburbs 
Medical Association from 1999-2004, 
a member of the RACGP NSW Faculty 
Executive Committee from 1993-95, 
Foundation Secretary of the South 
Eastern Sydney Division of General 
Practice, and Chair of the Federal AMA 
Therapeutics Committee.

It was during one of these meetings 
with his local division, that a letter 
came from the AMA asking for a 
nominee to be on the Council of 
General Practice. 

“Everyone looked around and I 
was the only AMA  member. That was 
in 1992. So off I went and I joined 
Dr Robyn Napier’s AMA Council of 
General Practice, which I’m still on. 
And then I worked my way up.” 

He served as AMA (NSW) President 
from 2004-06, and was a member of the 
AMA Executive Council from 2007-09, 
and served on AMA Federal Council for 
20 years . 

“The big issues during my presidency 
were all the remuneration issues, 
problems with the public hospitals, the 
beds, elective surgery – all of which is 
still going on. But the one thing that 
I was involved with – that I am most 
proud of – was getting the ban on 
smoking in NSW clubs and pubs. The 
minister then was Frank Sartor and we 
actually got that through. We did a big 
petition, which we presented to him on 

the steps of Parliament House.”
On his work with Federal AMA, A/

Prof Gullotta’s biggest achievement 
was to bring in streamlined authorities.

“So doctors didn’t have to ring up 
for every single authority item, which 
was a big red tape issue,” he said.

A/Prof Gullotta maintains his pharmacy 
registration and also serves on several 
pharmaceutical advisory bodies. 

Somehow, he also finds time to 
teach at the University of Sydney – a 
challenge that keeps him up to date.

“I turned 52 this year and there 
are now doctors half my age. So it’s 
amazing and grounding.”

A/Prof Gullotta said he’s noticed a 
difference in the way people perceive 
general practitioners today compared 
to when he started.

“There’s been a bit of shift from the 
younger generation and that respect 
for GPs isn’t the same as it used to 
be. But we’re still here. Dr Google is 
our competitor, but I think at the end 
of the day there is nothing like a face-
to-face consult. 

He added, “You try to do your best 
and help people who come from all 
walks of life. And as a GP you have 
the opportunity to make a difference 
in people’s lives over a longer period 
of time. That’s the reason why I joined 
the Foundation – to give back to  
the profession and to society as a 
whole.”   dr.
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BUDGET 
2017

FEDERAL

After the 2017 Federal Budget was released, 
Health Minister Greg Hunt declared the 
Coalition were “Medi-friends”. AMA (NSW) 
asks, ‘With friends like these…’?

POLITICALLY-SPEAKING, the 2017 
Federal Budget was a huge success. 
After almost losing last year’s election 
following Labor’s ‘Mediscare’ campaign, 
the Coalition was keen to come out with 
a Healthcare Budget that took some of 
the fuel out of the fire being launched by 
doctors’ groups.

And it seems by doing the minimal 
amount necessary at the slowest pace 
possible, they have managed to do 
just that. Health Minister Greg Hunt’s 
progressive lift of the Medicare freeze was 
perceived as a move to win back goodwill.

But is something better than nothing? 
Not everyone agrees. AMA (NSW) 
President, Prof Brad Frankum called the 
Budget, a “disappointment”.

After the release of the Budget, Prof 
Frankum commented, “This is a crushing 
blow for general practice in NSW and 
continues to be an ongoing problem for 

specialists and the patients who 
need their care in this state.

“This is much less than 
we would expect from a 
Government who was 
serious about quality 
healthcare and 
bulk billing to be 
spending.”

It’s very hard 
to muster 
little more 
than a golf 
clap for the 
Government’s 
glacially slow lift 
of the Medicare 
freeze. 

The small and 
incremental increases 
to the Medicare bulk billing 
incentive and Medicare rebate 

NUMBERS  
GAME 

The $10 billion package  
(over four years) includes:

• $2.8 billion in hospital funding 

• $1.4 billion for health research

• $374.2 million for the My Health Record scheme

• $1 billion to reverse the freeze on the indexation of 
Medicare rebates, return bulk-billing incentives for GPs 

• $170 million for mental health support, treatment,  
research and suicide prevention

• $9.1 million telehealth initiative set to roll-out later 
this year in regional and remote Australia

• $50 million support package for serving ADF 
members, veterans and their families

FEATURE
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hardly amount to what you could call a 
removal of the freeze.

The Government is beginning by 
indexing the Medicare bulk billing 
incentive, which currently stands at $6.15, 
for children and concession card holders.

If it is indexed in the usual way, this will 
push the amount paid for the incentive 
up by about 12 cents.

Even this is limited to children and 
concession card holders and only then 
if their GP bulk-bills them – patients who 
are privately billed will not even see the 
12 cents.

“It is deeply disappointing that the 
Federal Government has constrained its 
contribution to Medicare in such a way,” 
Prof Frankum said.

The actual Medicare rebate will only 
unfreeze for consultations from 1 July 
2018, and for operations and procedures 
from 2019.

There are 113 Medicare items which 
will stay frozen for another three years – 
including consultations for mental health 
plans and chronic disease assessments. 
Medicare statistics reveal that these 
items were used more than 23 million 
times last financial year. 

The bigger problem is that the damage 
is already done, with rebate indexation 
picking up with incremental rises based 
on the frozen figure, not based on where 
the rebate would have been had it been 
indexed in recent years.

Prior to the 2017 Budget announcement, 
Christopher Harrison, an expert in 
healthcare economics at the University of 
Sydney, calculated the Medicare freeze will 
cost GPs close to $30,000 this year.

On top of which, the Medicare rebate 
has not reflected the true price of offering 
high quality medical care to patients in 
decades.

Through years of lack of action on the 
Medicare rebate, successive Federal 
Governments have helped push the cost 
of primary healthcare up.

The current Commonwealth 
Government’s actions on the Medicare 
rebate in this year’s Budget will not 
significantly improve affordability for 
most Australians.

This has been forcing many GPs to 

privately bill an increasing number of 
patients. Since the freeze was introduced 
in 2014, the average out-of-pocket 
cost for a GP visit rose 14% last year to 
$33.45. Specialist attendances are up 
19% to $69.75 and allied health costs 
are now up 21% to $40.45.

According to the latest ABS figures, 
27% of Australians reported delaying to 
see a GP at least once in the past year, 
due in part to cost.

And while the promise to end the 
Medicare rebate freeze falls short, so too 
does the Government’s underfunded 
Health Care Homes initiative, the start 
of which is mainly being funded by 
“redirected MBS funding”, so it is not 
even new money.

The Health Care Homes initiative is, 
at least, recognising that the health care 
needs of Australians are changing and 
we need a shift towards ongoing care for 
chronic conditions.

However, recognition of that fact is not 
enough – it needs more money behind 
it and it can’t just be redirected money 
from the MBS.

THE DOTTED LINE
In an effort to win support from the medical 
profession, the Federal Government 
designed pre-Budget compacts with both 
the RACGP and AMA.

In its agreement with the Federal 
Government, the RACGP traded a 
slow thaw to the Medicare freeze for its 
support to the MBS Review and the online 
MyHealth Record system. It also pledged 
to work constructively with Government on 

pathology rents; support the Department 
of Health’s moves to offset MBS debts 
against future payments; work with 
industry stakeholders and support the 
government’s actions to tighten afterhours 
funding; accept $5 million over 18 months 
for research into quality practice; and 
allow non-GPs working under supervision 
greater access to the MBS.

RACGP President Dr Bastian Seidel 
said the College signed an agreement 
with the Minister of Health in the interests 
of patients and doctors around Australia.

The AMA’s “statement of intent” offers: 
support for the MBS review; support for 
the Health Care Homes trial (but with 
the freedom to suggest improvements 
or variations); a push for members to 
use MyHealth Record; support to tighten 
access to after-hours payments; and an 
intention to work with Government on 
pathology rents.

AMA (NSW) has clearly stated that we 
are not bound by any agreements with 
Government.

The Federal Government also 
struck deals with the Pharmacy Guild, 
Medicines Australia and the Generic and 
Biosimilar Medicines Association. 

And while Opposition Leader Bill 
Shorten suggested doctors sold out 
to the Turnbull government by making 
“cash for no comment” compacts, AMA 
President, Dr Michael Gannon argued 
the AMA did not sign an agreement 
with the Government and hasn’t taken 
“one red cent from anyone apart from its 
members.”  dr.

The Federal Government’s promise to spend 
more than $170 million on mental health 
is a welcome announcement, as is Health 
Minister Greg Hunt’s commitment to reduce 
suicide and improve mental health among 
doctors. 

During the AMA National Conference, Mr 
Hunt pledged the Government will invest $1 
million in mental health programs for doctors.

His announcement follows the tragic 
death of Dr Chloe Abbott.

“The case of Chloe Abbott was outlined 

and I’m aware that many people have been 
affected by [it].” 

He added, “ I am determined to offer a 
partnership with the government and the 
AMA for us to provide new investment into 
caring for carers.” 

The $1 million fund will go to the Black 
Dog Institute, which will be set aside for 
doctors’ mental health. The organisation, 
which is based in Sydney, will share the 
money with services in Queensland, Victoria 
and regional NSW.

ON THE BRIGHT SIDE
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Dr Kevin Baker, an anaesthetist from Sydney, recently spent a 
month working in Médecins Sans Frontières’ trauma hospital 
just south of Mosul.
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MosulA month in



AS FIGHTING rages in Mosul, Iraq, 
civilians are caught in the middle with 
limited access to lifesaving medical care.

Since the offensive to retake the city 
of Mosul from the so-called Islamic 
State started last October, hundreds 
of thousands of people have been 
displaced and those who remain face 
extreme difficulty reaching healthcare. 
Many have been wounded or killed, 
often as the frontline moves through their 
neighbourhood. 

Since the start of the offensive, 
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF)/ 

Doctors Without Borders has boosted its 
activities, offering lifesaving stabilisation, 
emergency medical care and surgery in 
several locations both within Mosul city 
and in the surrounding areas. Around 
half of the 1135 patients treated by a 
single MSF project in a six-week period 
have been women and children and the 
vast majority have suffered war wounds. 

“We are seeing every kind of war injury 
you can imagine – multiple gunshot 
wounds, blast injuries and severe burns. 
We are trying our best to deal with the 
medical effects of a high-intensity urban 
war unleashed on a trapped population,” 
said Jonathan Whittall, who recently 
worked as Field Coordinator in Médecins 
Sans Frontières’ field trauma hospital to 
the south of Mosul. 

“There is a near constant flow of 
patients and every single one comes 
with horrific stories. An entire family 
killed, with only one survivor. A baby 
arrived with a bullet wound. A severely 
malnourished 21-year-old man with a 
blunt trauma to the head from a rifle butt 
was stretchered in.”

As well as the countless directly 
wounded, the severe disruption to the 
healthcare system has left many others 
unable to access desperately needed 
medical care, including people with life- 
threatening conditions such as heart 
disease, or pregnant women in need of 
emergency caesareans.   

In a hospital in East Mosul, Médecins 
Sans Frontières runs the emergency 
room, operating theatre, maternity and 
inpatient department. An average of 35 
to 40 babies are born every week. 

Dr Kevin Baker, an anaesthetist from 
Darlinghurst in Sydney, recently spent 
a month working in the Médecins Sans 
Frontières’ trauma hospital to the south of 
Mosul. 

“At first, we were almost overrun 
by the numbers. After an initial triage 
process we received the code-red 
patients – those with gunshot wounds 
to the chest or abdomen; people who 
had typically lost a lot of blood. Near-
death experiences basically. On one day 
we received 100 patients, but 40 to 60 
patients was a fairly typical day.” 

Because of the sheer numbers and the 

time constraints, Dr Baker said they were 
only able to do damage control surgery. 
If the surgery was expected to take more 
than 1.5 hours then the next person 
waiting wouldn’t make it, so they worked 
on the principle of ‘doing the best for the 
most’. The aim was to stabilise patients 
before transferring them to another MSF 
facility in safer grounds where they could 
have more surgery. 

It’s not the first war zone Dr Baker 
has faced. His first mission was in 1997 
Sri Lanka. Since then, he has been on 
17 assignments with Médecins Sans 
Frontières.

“I knew over 30 years ago that I would 
one day work with Médecins Sans 
Frontières. But like many, I became lost in 
the responsibilities of daily living. I believe 
we have a collective responsibility to 
shoulder some of the suffering of others. 
Médecins Sans Frontières persists in 
advocating for the voiceless and does 
so whilst remaining independent, neutral 
and impartial.”

Dr Baker said it can be as difficult on 
loved ones, as it is on volunteers.

“Médecins Sans Frontières has 
become my ‘raison d’etre’, providing 
a rare honour to bear witness. There 
are possible negatives to this work. We 
must accept some level of risk, and, as 
individuals, we may sometimes appear 
almost selfish to our loved ones with our 
constant departures to the field. But we 
make a difference.”

According to Dr Baker, the facilities 
in Mosul were remarkable, with all 
the required surgical and anaesthetic 
equipment. 

“There’s one operating theatre in a 
shipping container on the back of a truck, 
which is claustrophobic at first, but just 
brilliant once you get used to it. Then 
there’s a second operating theatre in a tent 
and a recovery room with an intensive care 
unit, where we would maintain patients 
before transferring them.

He said the injuries were predominantly 
gunshot wounds – and there was a 
remarkable number of children under 15. 

“Many of these kids weren’t hit by a 
stray piece of shrapnel – but appeared 
to suffer sniper wounds. It seemed 
they had been intentionally hit. That 
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was the most traumatic thing about 
this field placement: kids being shot, 
even toddlers being shot. That was 
an emotional experience for the team, 
and there were plenty of tears shed, 
including my own.”

Dr Baker recalled, “There was one 
little boy who had a gunshot wound 
in the neck and had apparently laid 
in a gutter for several days. It initially 
appeared that the bullet hadn’t gone 
too deep, but we soon realised that 
it was no wonder he hadn’t moved, 
because the bullet had transected his 
spine at about the T2 [upper chest] 
level. He was still breathing, but was 
paralysed below chest level. It was 
remarkable that he had survived; hard 
to believe actually. We sent him to Erbil 
to see what surgery they could do, and 
there can be some healing with the 
spinal cord. But it’s hard not to think 
about what’s ahead for a little boy like 
him, how difficult his life is going to be.”

Some of the things Dr Baker witnessed 
were like a scene out of World War Two. 

“Two of our patients were husband 
and wife who had been separated as 
they fled. And there they were, reunited 
in our medical tent, clutching each 
other, just weeping and laughing, with 
their baby suspended between them. It 
was incredible to witness.” 

It was a difficult mission, and everyone 
worked incredibly hard, Dr Baker said.

“Most of our staff were local Iraqis, 

who were brilliant. The whole experience 
for people working there is exhausting, 
overwhelming, but humbling somehow… 
an experience that probably all of us 
will be a bit damaged by initially. I think 
it’s the sheer numbers of patients – and 
particularly the number of children.” 

Médecins Sans Frontières is also 
providing primary healthcare and 
psychological support in camps for 
people fleeing war and instability 
across Iraq. More than 4,800 medical 
consultations plus 4,300 mental health 
consultations were provided in January 
and February.

Despite the high number of patients in 
our facilities, it is extremely challenging for 
people to reach healthcare.  

“They often arrive barefoot and covered 
in mud after having walked in the rain, 
across front lines in darkness, with literally 
nothing but the clothes on their back,” Mr 
Whittall said.

“Beyond the extent of their injuries, 
the state in which our patients arrive is 
also extremely disconcerting. Many have 
been living under siege and trapped for 
months, they have not eaten in days and 
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“There were plenty of tears shed, including my own.”

are afraid and bewildered.”
Mental healthcare is also a key part of 

Médecins Sans Frontières response in 
several locations. Multidisciplinary teams 
treat moderate and severe mental health 
conditions, including post-traumatic 
stress disorder, depression, anxiety and 
schizophrenia.

Most of our staff are Iraqi, and for those 
from Mosul, many have themselves been 
directly affected by the war.

“Our hospital is surrounded by 
destroyed homes. Everyone has lost 
someone in this war,” Mr Whittall said.

VOLUNTEERING
For doctors who are considering 
volunteering with Médecins Sans 
Frontières, Dr Baker has these words:

“Maintain your dream. That first step 
of joining Médecins Sans Frontières 
and daring to act is uplifting. Despite 
moments of hesitation, the experience 
is exhilarating. Contact Médecins Sans 
Frontières. Also ask to discuss your 
questions or doubts with someone of 
your specialty and field experience.” dr.
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Receive 4% off the best available rate of the day and reduced Passenger Vehicle Accident Damage cover, 
when you rent with Hertz.

To take advantage of these exclusive offers, simply visit hertz.com.au and be sure to quote your Customer 
Discount Programme (CDP) number 283826 when booking.



FEATURE

AMA ROLL OF FELLOWS
The AMA inducted two new members 
into the AMA Roll of Fellows – former 
AMA Tasmania President, Adjunct 
Professor Tim Greenaway, and 
immediate past Federal AMA President, 
Professor Brian Owler.

Both medico-political leaders were 
recognised for their contributions 
to both the AMA and the medical 
professional.

AMA President, Dr Michael Gannon 
said that both of the new Fellows were 
distinguished representatives of the 
profession, and inspiring leaders who 
had fought hard for public health issues 
throughout their careers.

WOMAN IN MEDICINE AWARD
Dr Genevieve Goulding, an anaesthetist 
with a passion for doctors’ mental 
health and welfare, has been named the 
AMA Woman in Medicine for 2017.

AMANATIONAL
“Dr Goulding has made an 

impressive contribution to the medical 
profession throughout her career, 
including during her term as President 
of the Australian and New Zealand 
College of Anaesthetists (ANZCA),” Dr 
Gannon said. 

AMA EXCELLENCE IN  
HEALTHCARE AWARD 2017
Dr Denis Lennox was presented with the 
AMA Excellence in Healthcare Award in 
recognition of his services to rural and 
remote healthcare in Queensland, and 
to training of rural doctors

“Dr Lennox, an Adjunct Associate 
Professor at James Cook University 
and Executive Director of Rural and 
Remote Medical Support at Darling 
Downs Hospital Health Service, has 
had an extraordinary career since 
starting as a physician and medical 
administrator,” Dr Gannon said.

The AMA National 
Conference held in 
May recognised several 
medical professionals 
for their contribution 
to healthcare, the 
profession and the 
community. States and 
Territories were also 
applauded for media 
and advocacy. 

CONFERENCE
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AMANATIONAL WOMEN’S HEALTH AWARD 2017
Eleanor Crighton, a nurse and midwife 
in the Northern Territory, is the winner of 
the AMA Women’s Health Award.

Ms Crighton was able to give 
Aboriginal women in greater Darwin 
access to affordable family planning at a 
time when no other clinic was offering a 
IUD service.

AMA INDIGENOUS MEDICAL 
SCHOLARSHIP
James Chapman, a second-year 
medical student won the 2017 AMA 
Indigenous Medical Scholarship - 
$10,000 a year for each year of study 
– to help him pursue his dream of 
becoming a medical professional.

Now in his second year, Mr Chapman 
intends to study at Wagga Wagga from 
his third year onwards to experience 
rural health, and rural and remote 
Indigenous health care. He hopes to 
become a GP, working with Indigenous 
women and children in rural and remote 
Australia.

DOCTOR-IN-TRAINING AWARD
Dr Linny Phuong, a Paediatric Infectious 
Disease Fellow at the Royal Children’s 
Hospital Melbourne, was presented with 

the AMA Doctor-in-training Award. 
Dr Phuong is the founder and director 

of the Water Well Project, a not-for-
profit health promotion charity which 
improves the health and wellbeing of 
migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers 
by providing health literacy support and 
education.

AMA PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Professor Bernard Pearn-Rowe, a 
long-serving and dedicated GP, who 
has been a constant advocate for 
general practice for almost three 
decades was presented with the 
AMA President’s Award.

Professor Bernard Pearn-
Rowe has juggled maintaining 

his solo GP practice in Perth with his 
active roles in AMA WA medical politics, 
including a term as AMA WA President, 
and his appointment as Foundation 
Professor of Clinical Studies at the 
University of Notre Dame.

AMA GOLD MEDAL
Dr William Glasson AO, the AMA 
President who steered a course through 
the medical indemnity crisis in the early 
2000s, was recorgnised with the AMA 
Gold Medal.
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Dr Glasson received the Medal in 
recognition of his exceptional service to 
the AMA at both the State and National 
level over many years, and his long-
term and ongoing commitment to the 
eye health of Indigenous people. dr.

Prof Brian Owler and Adj Prof Tim Greenaway

Prof Brad Frankum
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THE SENATE voted in June to fast-
track access to medicinal cannabis for 
terminally ill patients. 

The TGA currently has two access 
pathways in which Australian medical 
practitioners may prescribe cannabinoid 
medicines. In order to prescribe medicinal 
cannabis products, doctors must apply 
to become authorised prescribers or 
gain access through the Special Access 
Scheme (SAS).

Both of these pathways require the 
medicinal practitioner to apply for and 
wait for approval from the TGA prior to 
being able to prescribe.

SAS Category A does not require prior 
approval, but is a process where the 
medical practitioner notifies the TGA they 
have prescribed the medicines. Currently 
any unregistered therapeutic goods 
can potentially be supplied via the SAS 
Category A process, except for: 

•  Prohibited substances in Schedule 9 
of the Poisons Standard; and

• Medicinal cannabis products.

Here’s what you and your patients need to know about recent changes 
to rules regarding medicinal cannabis. 

 Medicinal cannabis:  
important changes

The Di Natalie disallowance motion 
changes the Therapeutic Goods and 
Other Legislation Amendment (Narcotic 
Drugs) Regulation 2016 to give terminally 
ill patients access to medicinal cannabis 
products through the TGA SAS Category 
A process.  

Category A patients are defined as 
‘persons who are seriously ill with a 
condition from which death is reasonably 
likely to occur within a matter of months, 
or from which premature death is 
reasonably likely to occur in the absence 
of early treatment’.

To precribe medicinal cannabis 
to terminally ill patients, the medical 
practitioner completes the relevant 
Category A form and sends it to the 
supplier of the product and a copy to the 
TGA. This provides the supplier with the 
legal authority to supply the product.

AMA President, Dr Michael Gannon, 
indicated the AMA is disappointed with this 
move. Dr Gannon told media, “doctors are 
reluctant to prescribe medicinal cannabis. 
This is no different to any other new drug, 
new technology, new operation; we want 
to be assured of the safety, assured of the 
effectiveness.” 

Despite the Federal changes, the major 
barrier for patients being able to access 
medicinal cannabis, and to medicinal 

practitioners being able to prescribe, is 
the various state approval schemes in 
place. These barriers are still in place.

In NSW, SAS Category A still 
requires an Australian doctor to write 
prescription/s for S8 and S4 substances 
and give them to the patient. To do this 
the doctor would still need a prior NSW 
authority, except for S4 cannabidiol. 

For S4 cannabidiol imported under 
SAS Cat A, no NSW authority is 
required.   dr.

WHEN PATIENTS ASK... 
For patients with a terminal illness – 
any medical practitioner can provide 
a certificate in accordance with 
the Compassionate Use Scheme. 
This is not a prescription or an 
endorsement of the use of cannabis, 
it is simply a certification which 
can be used to avoid prosecution: 
www.medicinalcannabis.nsw.gov.
au/regulation/medicinal-cannabis-
compassionate-use-scheme.   

While patients have been led to 
believe that cannabis is now freely 
available, the NSW Government 
requirements (as supported by the 
AMA) stipulate that a doctor must be 
an approved prescriber. This requires 
(among other things) specialised 
expertise and scope of practice.  We 
recommend doctors advise patients if 
they are not authorised to prescribe.
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MANDATORY REPORTING rules could be 
revamped in an effort to encourage doctors 
to seek help for mental health issues.

NSW Health Minister Brad Hazzard 
agreed to review the rules following the 
NSW Health JMO Wellbeing and Support 
Forum held in June.

“In my discussions with young doctors, 
it has hit home to me that the system is 
not working as well as it should to protect 
them, particularly those in specialty 
training programs,” Mr Hazzard said.

“Junior doctors are also concerned 
that they may be reported if they consult 
a doctor about mental health issues,” he 
added.

The Medical Council of NSW has already 
flagged it would support changes to 
mandatory reporting laws to exempt health 
practitioners from reporting doctors under 
their care.

Beyond Blue welcomes changes to 
mandatory reporting laws, indicating that 
the organisation was aware of doctors 
seeking mental health resources in 
other states or territories to avoid any 
repercussions to their medical career.

The organisation indicated it will 
circulate a mental health strategy to every 
hospital in Australia from August that 
includes a recommendation that senior 
doctors speak openly to their staff about 
their own mental health concerns.

NSW Health is also looking at other 
ways to improve the mental health and 
wellbeing of junior doctors, including 
restrictions on the number of hours 
doctors are allowed to work.  

Doctors-in-Training Committee Chair, 
Dr Tessa Kennedy told the forum of her 
experiences working as a junior doctor in 
NSW – being over-worked, overtired, and 
overstressed.

“Personally, I’ve worked back to back 
16 hours shifts, 90 hour weeks and then 
gone home to study. I’ve felt unable to 

Mandatory reporting rules under the microscope

call in sick because there is no one to 
cover me. I’ve regularly stayed hours late 
to complete all tasks required for  my 
patients, only to be told I can’t claim any 
overtime. I’ve caught myself falling asleep 
driving home from night shift at a rotation 
90km from home. Three friends have 
crashed their cars in this situation, one into 
her daughter’s daycare. I’ve had a sleep-
deprived panic attack before a high stakes 
college exam. I’ve sat in my car and cried 
inconsolably after a near miss for which I 
felt culpable. I’ve worked with a consultant 
for three months who only communicated 
with me through his secretary, and never 
remembered my name.” 

She added, “As the doctors in the room 
will tell you, there’s nothing remarkable 
about these stories.”

 The results of AMA/ASMOF’s state-
wide survey of doctors-in-training backed 
Dr Kennedy’s remarks.

Of the 1,107 DITS who completed 
the survey, 71% said they have been 
concerned about making a clinical error, 
and 68% have been concerned about 
their personal health or safety as a result 

of fatigue.
A further 31% rated their 

hospital’s support for their 
mental health and wellbeing 
as poor or very poor.

The survey also revealed 
that a number of junior 
doctors are being underpaid. 
Eighty-nine percent said 
they are not paid for all the 
unrostered overtime, and 46% 
aren’t paid for any of it.

Another 42% indicated they 
have experienced bullying 
or harassment, and 53% 
have witnessed a colleague 
being bullied or harassed at 
their hospital. And yet, 66% 
are concerned there might 
be negative consequences 
in their workplace if they 
reported inappropriate 
workplace behaviours.

“This is unhealthy not only 
for us, but for our patients, 
who are at increased risk of 
harm when DITs are working 
in these conditions.  But it 
doesn’t have to be this way,” 
Dr Kennedy said.

“The only way we are going 
to make progress on this 
issue is by working together, 
by considering what we 
can each do in our patch 
to help reduce the burden 
of psychological distress, 
allow for safe and accessible 
management of mental ill 
health when it occurs, and 
prioritise the things that permit 
resilience in the face of future 
stressors for all doctors, 
starting with those in  
training.”  dr.

The JMO Forum held in June revealed changes are needed to help 
overworked, underpaid and burnt out junior doctors.
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MAKING 
CYCLING 
SAFER

NSW hospitals make 
healthy food commitment

Doctor morale

NSW IS LEADING the country with a new 
initiative aimed at encouraging healthy 
eating for staff and visitors.

Healthy foods will make up 75% of 
the choices available in NSW public 
hospitals, while 25% will be occasional 
foods. Meanwhile, sugary drinks will no 
longer be sold.

“Hospitals are the perfect places to 

be leading by example when it comes to 
healthy eating – and it should be noted 
that some have already gone down this 
route,” said AMA (NSW) President, Prof 
Brad Frankum.

“I hope the State’s private hospitals 
also get on board with this idea and help 
send a message about nutrition and 
diet,” Prof Frankum said. dr.

SEVERAL RECENT events aimed 
at improving mental health among 
doctors have enjoyed huge success.

Doctors across NSW celebrated 
Doctors’ Day in May on 24 May. 
Neurologist Dr Denis Crimmins was 
inspired to launch the event in an effort 
to promote ‘positivity’ in medicine.

On the Central Coast, doctors 
celebrated by doing yoga on the beach, 
fun runs, and barista coffee lessons, 
which was followed by coffee deliveries 
to patients in the hospitals.

AMA (NSW) also supported the 
Central Coast initiative by encouraging 
doctors to recognise their colleagues 
by bringing in cupcakes, buying coffees 
or taking a colleague out to lunch.

The campaign, #CrazySocks4Docs, 
which was started by cardiologist Dr 
Geoff Toogood, also enjoyed huge 
success, as healthcare workers across 
Australia and around the world showed 
their support for doctors experiencing 
mental illness by wearing crazy 
socks.  dr. AMA (NSW) is pleased to 

announce that Mercedes-
Benz Australia has joined 
TressCox in sponsoring our 
cycling team for the Amy 
Gillett Gran Fondo ride this 
September. Show your 
support for your colleagues 
and safer cycling programs 
by donating here:
amysgranfondo2017.
gofundraise.com.au/page/
PeterAquilina  dr.
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Paramedic transfer to GPs

Resources: Emotional 
recovery after a car crash

NSW AMBULANCE recently 
introduced the P5 Referral Protocol, 
which gives paramedics the option 
of referring patients in a triage 4 or 5 
category to an alternative primary care 
provider.

Previously, in the absence of 
formalised referral arrangements, 
paramedics were required to transport 
patients to a hospital emergency 
department.

According to NSW Ambulance, 
“The aim of this initiative is to improve 
patient outcomes by providing 
continuity of care with their regular 
primary healthcare provider. It also 
recognises the specialist role GPs 
have in the ongoing care of their 
patients and in areas such as chronic 
disease where they have a greater 
understanding of their patient’s 
baseline presentation.”

If the paramedic deems the patient 
is low acuity, he or she will contact 
their general practitioner, or another 
primary care provider in the area, to 
ask the GP to review the patient. If 
the GP is able to see the patient, then 
the paramedic can organise transport 

immediately, or the patient can 
arrange to see the GP at a later time 
or day.

The GP will receive a referral 
letter from the paramedic with a 
set of observations and any other 
information pertinent to the patient’s 
care, such as a suggestions for an 
x-ray or medication review. 

Providing appropriate patients with 
alternative referral destination options 
was trialled on the NSW Central Coast 
in collaboration with the Central Coast 
NSW Medicare Local. The success 
of that trial relied on the paramedics 
being conversant with the indications 
for referring patients and the referral 
processes in relation to the wider 
health community; the paramedics’ 
understanding of the purpose and 
function of the range of settings 
in which emergency/unscheduled 
care is delivered including the 
ambulance service, primary care, 
out-of-hours facilities and the ED; 
and the paramedics acknowledging 
and understanding the roles and 
values of those involved in delivering 
emergency/unscheduled care. dr.

THE STATE INSURANCE Regulatory 
Authority, in partnership with Professor 
Justin Kenardy and Dr Katrina Moss from 
the Recover Injury Research Centre, have 
developed resources for health professionals 
and parents, on how to help a child recover 
emotionally after a car crash.

The quick reference guide for health 
professionals includes information on 
assessment and treatment, as well as where 
to go for more information.

The guide stresses “each child’s 
emotional recovery after a car crash  
is different.”

While initial emotional responses are 
common, most children are resilient and any 
distress will usually resolve within a couple 
of weeks. Some children will experience 
emotional responses that persist a little 
longer, but the resource guide suggests they 
too eventually recover.  

“Only a very small number of children will 
develop sustained long-term symptoms 
from a car crash.”  dr.

For more information, or for access 
to the guide, go to  
www.sira.nsw.gov.au. 

Dr Samuel Brentnall 
received the 2016 AMA 
(NSW) Limited Prize from 
Professor Marjorie Walker, 
Acting Head of School of 
Medicine & Public Health.  
The award was presented 
at the Graduation 
Ceremony held on 20 
April, 2017. 

of Australian 5 year olds 
were fully immunised in 
2015-16

This is up from 

in 2011-12.

The national target is

*Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 
Healthy Communities: Immunisation rates for 
children in 2015–16, released 8 June 2017

PRIZED  
DOCTOR

93%

95%

90%

IMMUNISATION  
NUMBERS
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

THE ANNUAL AMA (NSW) and ASMOF 
(NSW) Careers Expo held 6 May attracted 
more than 200 students and interns to the 
Chatswood Concourse in Sydney.

This year’s event featured 14 exhibitors 
representing a range of Colleges, training 
organisations, NSW Health, AMA (NSW) 
and ASMOF (NSW).

Expo attendees also had an opportunity 
to meet with senior doctors from many 
different specialties during a full day’s 
program of presentations and panel 
discussions. Featuring more than 20 
keynote speakers and panellists, the 2017 
event was the biggest line-up the Medical 
Careers Expo has ever had.

Associate Professor Munjed Al Muderis 
spoke to a packed room about his journey 

as a refugee, including why he left Iraq, 
his incredible journey to Australia, and his 
experiences at a detention centre. The 
Australian-trained orthopaedic surgeon 
also serves as a Squadron Leader in 
the Australian Air Force Reserve, an 
ambassador for the Australian Red Cross, 
and is a human rights activist.

Another highlight of the event was 
hearing from Dr Raghav Murali-Ganesh, 
who is the co-founder of an exciting new 
app, CancerAid. Dr Murali-Ganesh, who 
would like to improve healthcare outcomes 
with the use of digital tools, spoke to 
students and interns about digital pathways 
in medicine.

Dr Trung Ton’s presentation on a non-
clinical career path was also well-received. 

GENERAL SURGEONS 
AUSTRALIA

With an expanded 
program and an exciting 
line up of speakers, this 
year’s Medical Careers 
Expo was an important 
opportunity for medical 
students and interns to 
gain valuable insight into 
planning their medical 
careers.

Careers Expo
MEDICAL
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Dr Ton holds a Bachelor of Medicine from 
the University of Newcastle, a Master of 
Public Health from Harvard University, a 
Diploma of Child Health from the University 
of Sydney, and an International Diploma 
of Humanitarian Assistance from Fordham 
University. Dr Ton is a graduate of the Royal 
Military College Australia, where he was dux 
of his class. He is an emergency medicine 
registrar and a military engineering officer in 
the Army Reserve. He has been involved in 
global health leadership and mentoring for 
medical students and junior doctors.

The panel forum on ‘Why My Specialty 
is the Best!’ was a great opportunity for 
attendees to hear six different specialists 
verbally duke it out on what makes their 
specialty a particularly exciting career 
pathway.

Similarly, the panel forum on ‘Surgical 
Careers’ gave students and interns some 
unique insight into these medical careers.

In addition to giving expo attendees 
valuable information about interview 
techniques, Dr Andrew Zuschmann 
provided insight into the specialty of 

obstetrics/gynaecology.
Students were also given in-depth 

information on the transition from medical 
student to intern during a panel forum 
that included doctors-in-training, SRMOs 
and AMA (NSW)’s own doctors-in-training 
Liaison Officer, Evangelie Polyzos.

Rounding out the day was an exciting 
presentation on using social media to your 
advantage with AMA (NSW) Senior Media 
and Communications Advisor Lachlan 
Jones, followed by career planning, CVs 
and interview techniques with AMA (NSW)’s 
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Careers Service Advisor Anita Fletcher.
For the first time, this year’s event 

included college information sessions, 
which AMA (NSW) Marketing and 
Promotions Coordinator, Shirley Wu said 
were very helpful to attendees.

“We tried to give expo attendees as 
much practical information as we could to 
help them make better career choices. I 
think the expanded program and line-up of 
exciting speakers was a huge bonus this 
year. And next year will be even better,” she 
added.  dr.

Dr Trung Ton A/Prof Munjed Al Muderis 



Ms Ashna Basu
AS A 5TH year student at UNSW 
and President of the NSW 
Medical Students’ Council, Ms 
Ashna Basu is well placed to 
be the elected candidate in the 

Student Member Class. 
“These roles have placed me at the heart of medical student 

advocacy in our state, and have equipped me with the skills to 

be an effective and informed student councillor.”
In her role as President of the NSW Medical Students’ Council, 

Ms Basu has worked closely with AMA (NSW) to ensure that 
the organisations work synergistically, and to help increase AMA 
(NSW)’s student engagement rates. 

“AMA (NSW) is an incredibly strong advocacy body and 
I’m committed to ensuring that advocacy power is harnessed 
effectively to the advantage of medical students, as well as 
practitioners.”  
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AMA (NSW) declared its newly elected Council at the Annual General Meeting, 
held on 9 May 2017. We’re pleased to welcome a few new members.

AMA (NSW) COUNCIL 2017-2019 

A/Prof Graham Stewart
ELECTED to Rural Doctor 
Class, A/Prof Graham Stewart’s 
experience working in Armidale 
as a General Surgeon VMO 
and providing surgical outreach 

mainly through Glen Innes extending as far as the NSW-
Queensland border will give Council greater awareness of issues 
affecting doctors in these areas.

A/Prof Stewart holds a position as Associate Professor in 
the Joint Medical Program of the University of New England 

and University of Newcastle, at an undergraduate level. In 
addition, he is involved in junior doctor training and supervision 
and surgical registrar training. He also serves as Chairman of 
the Department of Surgery, Clinical Director of Surgery at the 
Armidale Rural Referral Hospital. Previously, A/Prof Stewart 
worked as a Clinical Academic and Staff Specialist at major 
Sydney teaching hospitals, having spent two years as a Fellow in 
the UK. He has also been a VMO Surgeon in Goulburn. 

A/Prof Stewart said he’s noticed an inexorable progression 
away from professionalism to managerialism – not just in regional 
areas, but across the State.

Dr Christopher Mulligan
DR CHRISTOPHER Mulligan is 
an orthopaedic surgery registrar 
based at the Prince of Wales 
Hospital in Sydney. 

Elected to the Unrestricted 
General Member Class, Dr Mulligan said he joined the AMA 
(NSW) Council to “help promote and develop good public 
health policy and programs in NSW, and to represent the voice 
of doctors-in-training, particularly surgical trainees, who face 

a unique set of professional and personal challenges in their 
training, including pathways onto and through training programs, 
bullying and wellbeing issues and unsafe working hours”.

Dr Mulligan has experience in medical advocacy, having served 
both State and Federal AMA, most recently as deputy chair of 
the AMA (NSW) Doctors-in-Training Committee, as well as the 
(NSW) Professional Issue and Hospital Practice Committees. 

Dr Mulligan has also represented NSW at the Federal Council 
of Doctors-in-Training Committee.

Dr Cameron Korb-Wells
DR CAMERON Korb-Wells is a 
geriatrician currently working as 
Medical Clinical Superintendent 
at Concord Hospital, with an 
Honorary VMO association with 

Western NSW for telehealth services. He assists in coordinating 
network Basic Trainee and state-wide Geriatrics Advanced 
Trainee physician education programs. Having completed Masters 
programs in Public Health and Health Management, he has a 
strong interest in health service governance and in the pursuit of 
integrated services to meet the complex needs of older patients. 

Dr Korb-Wells previously served as a member of the Doctors-
in-Training Committee from 2010-2016 and a co-opted DIT 
member to the Hospital Practice Committee from 2013-2015. 
He has served on the ASMOF (NSW) Council from 2013, and 
as an Executive Councillor from 2015. Through these roles, he 
contributed to negotiations to review the Public Hospital Medical 
Officers Award over 2016, which are presently ongoing.

“I hope to contribute to further promoting discussions on 
wellbeing in our profession, on ensuring that system capacity is 
strengthened for appropriate care of our ageing population, and to 
develop appropriate supports to facilitate effective advance care 
planning in our community.”
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Special Interest Groups
Physician Class Brad Frankum
Surgeon Class Fred Betros
Ophthalmologist Class Michael Steiner
Psychiatrist Class Choong-Siew Yong
Pathologist Class Vacant
General Practitioner Class Brian Morton
Anaesthetist Class Ian Woodforth
Obstetrician/Gynaecologist Class Andrew Zuschmann
Salaried Doctor Class Sergio Diez Alvarez
Rural Doctor Class Graham Stewart
Doctor in Training Class Tessa Kennedy
Student Member Class Ashna Basu

Zones
Northern Metropolitan Zone Class Saxon Smith
Central Metropolitan Zone Class Kate Kearney
South Western Metropolitan Zone Class Tony Sara
Western Metropolitan Zone Class Andrew Pesce
North Western Metropolitan Zone Class Peter Aquilina
South Western Metropolitan Zone Class Kathryn Browning   
 Carmo
New England & North Coast Zone Class Ian Kamerman
North West Zone Class Louis Christie
South Zone Class Henry Hicks
Hunter & Central Coast Zone Class Ross Kerridge

Unrestricted General Members (11)
Unrestricted General Member Class  Geoffrey Heise
Unrestricted General Member Class  Simon Willcock
Unrestricted General Member Class  Kean-Seng Lim
Unrestricted General Member Class Michael Bonning
Unrestricted General Member Class Kate Porges
Unrestricted General Member Class Elizabeth Marles
Unrestricted General Member Class Sandy Jusuf
Unrestricted General Member Class Christopher Mulligan
Unrestricted General Member Class Cameron Korb-Wells
Unrestricted General Member Class Ashish Jiwane
Unrestricted General Member Class Danielle McMullen

16th Annual Continuing Professional 
Education (CPE) Seminar

Date |   Saturday, 22 July – 9.00am - 4.00pm
Venue |  Y3A Theatre, Macquarie University (enter Balaclava Road)
Cost |   AMA members $150.00 Non-members $200.00 
  Includes morning teas and lunch on Saturday

This seminar will be submitted for QI&CPD points approval by the  
RACGP QI&CPD Program.

Register online: www.amansw.com.au
For more information or to make a booking phone Jenni Noble 
02 9902 8140 or email events@amansw.com.au

This 1 day seminar covers current developments in medical practice with updates in the treatment of diseases, 
preventative health issues and is designed to assist experienced practitioners towards meeting the CPE requirements.

NOTICE: 
PATHOLOGY VACANCY
As a result of the recent AMA (NSW) Council elections,  
there remains a vacancy in the Pathology Class.  
Expressions of Interest are sought from Members interested 
in being considered for the Pathology Class position. 
Contact the CEO, Ms Fiona Davies to further discuss at  
enquiries@amansw.com.au.
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GOLF

IF YOU ARE intending on 
joining us for the President’s 
Cup, please register now.

Don’t miss out on the 
opportunity to play at the 
Greg Norman designed 
course at Stonecutters 
Ridge Golf Club. Intimidating 
bunkers, challenging greens 
and impressive water features 
are all hallmarks of the Greg 
Norman design.

Stonecutters Ridge is 
a 6,328 metre, par 72 
course that sits amongst 
the rolling topography of the 
site. Framed by the natural 
meanderings of Eastern Creek 
and surrounding bushland, 
the course landscape reflects 
the characteristics of its 
natural surrounds. 

The course is designed with 

President’s Cup

three distinct landscaping 
themes, each aspect 
complements the overall 
playing environment.

We welcome all players. 
You do not need to be an 
AMA (NSW) Golf Society 
member to play, but you do 
need a handicap. 

It is a wonderful opportunity 
to network with medical 
professionals in a relaxed and 
fun environment as well as the 
chance to play at some of the 
best golf courses in Sydney.

Register Now!
You can register for this 
golf event via the AMA 
(NSW) website/Events/Golf 
Society or email amagolf@
amansw.com.au for a 
registration form.  dr.

PRESIDENT’S CUP - AM TEE 
Friday 21 July  
Stonecutters Ridge Golf Club

INTERNATIONAL SHIELD  
5 -14 September 
South Africa 

SPRING CUP - AFTERNOON 
SHOTGUN START 
Tuesday 31 October 
Elanora Country Club 

BMA CUP - AM TEE 
Thursday 30 November  
Terrey Hills Golf Club

AMA (NSW) Golf Society  
Claudia Gillis Phone: 9439 8822  
Email: amagolf@amansw.com.au

AMA (NSW) Golf Society 
Calendar of Events 2017

▲ President’s Cup at 
Stonecutters Ridge
Friday 21 July

AMA (NSW) Golf Society is hosting the hotly 
contested President’s Cup on Friday 21 July. 
Come and join the AMA (NSW) Golf Society.
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Get more from your membership today and utilise our professional services team, 
our preferred partner advantages, member services, and events throughout the 
year. To find out more, phone our membership team on 02 9439 8822.

Dr Rana Hari
Dr Emma Murgatroyd
Dr Alexandra Prabhakar
Dr Helen Gibbons
Dr Charles Nelson
Dr Shyam Gurudoss
A/Prof Jagmohan Gilhotra
Dr Catherine Lennon
Dr Joshua Hunt
Dr Sameer Mathur
Dr Helen Sambles
Dr Nuha Ibrahim
Dr Wijayalath Palipana
Dr Alan Lee
Dr Tariq Habib
Dr Charan Jeet
Dr Sarvpreet Pala
Dr Fenfen Cai
Dr Pearl Chung
Dr Ishta Ashraf
Dr Er Tng
Dr Amandeep Kaur
Dr Aye Htun
Dr Patrick Tunney
Dr Simon Abson
Dr Lucinda Luckett
Dr Nadia Naeem
Dr George Mayson
Dr Benjamin Middleton
Dr Alison Chiu
Dr John B Best
Dr William Chik
Dr Hughie Tsang
Dr Mir Hadi Hussain

A warm welcome to all of our  
new members this month 

Dr Andrew Weiss
Dr Vinita Bansal
Dr Yee Ling Yap
Dr Elke Wiseman
Dr Leonard Tiong
Dr Declan Peake
Dr Mary-Anne Xia
Dr Jayaguhan Chelladurai
Dr Dilshard Soodin
Dr Ashim Adhikari
Dr David Dewar
Dr Nasreen Shammas
Dr Michael Ehrlich
Dr Rebecca Maddox
Dr Sylvia Ham
Dr Mohammad Haque
Dr Eddie Khoo
Dr William Wessels
Dr Malcolm Linsell
Dr Elizabeth Green
Dr Phui Leng Chan
Dr Sinead Ni Bhraonain
Dr Kenneth Lewis
Dr Gowrinanthanan 
Panchacharavel
Dr Hazem Hamdan
Dr Andy Won
Dr Caitlin White
Dr Sean Beehan
Dr Diem Pham
Dr Jonathan Lewin
Dr Zachary Tan
Dr Simon O’Hare
Dr Alexandra Garland
Dr Huajing Ni

Dr Matthew Watson
Dr Timothy Do
Dr Niladri Ghosh
Dr Nandanan Varatharajan
Dr Tracy Murrant
Dr Sarah Kleinman
Dr Sathya Nookala
Dr Junjie Ling
Dr Natasha Gorrie
Dr Marjy Grealish
Dr Asim Shah
Dr  Liyanage Don Upul 

Liyanage
Dr Hilary Smith
Dr Oscar Cumming
Dr Girija Townshend
Dr Andrew Maccioni
Dr Chi-Jen Hsu
Dr Sophie Dunkerton
Dr Gordon Slater
Dr Mari Koyanagi
Dr Benjamin East
Dr Benjamin Sodunke
Dr Victor Tam
Dr Chamitha Weerasinghe
Dr Ellen Frydenberg
Prof Carlos Zubaran Junior
Dr Hany Abed
Dr Yen-ni Yu
Dr Surabhi Liyanage
Dr Darren Redden
Dr Joshua Jacob
Dr Kariyawasam Weerasinghe
A/Prof David Gracey
Dr Brett Dutton

Dr Jessica Sandy
Dr Tze Ling Loh
Dr  Balasubramaniam Indrajit
Dr Anne Charteris
A/Prof Martin Cohen
Dr James Wykes
Dr Shobha Mantravadi
Dr Benjamin Woods
Dr Charuni Seneviratne
Dr Yee Yeow
Dr Mark Johnson
Dr Jae-Gon Yoo
Dr Iona Cherian
Dr Brenda Cumarasingam
Dr Syapiq Long
Dr Lovelace Osei-tutu
Dr McCawley Clark-Dickson
Dr Edmund Gomez
Dr Wojciech Janowski
Dr Nicholas Lelos
Dr Xinyi Yang
Dr Nhat Hoang Minh Vu
Dr Susantha Weerasena
A/Prof Jarad Martin

The AMA (NSW) offers 
condolences to family 
and friends of those 
AMA members who have 
recently passed away.

Dr Margaret Gardiner
Prof John Coppleson
Dr Keith Jones
Dr Warwick Adams
Dr Ronald Lewis
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MEMBERS SERVICES

Virgin Australia – The Lounge  |  AMA Member Rates 
(GST Inclusive) Joining Fee: $100 (Save $199)  
Annual Fee:  $300 (Save $100 per year).

Audi Corporate Programme  |  AMA members are now 
eligible for the AudiCorporate Program, which gives members 
a range of privileges, including AudiCare A+ for the duration 
of the new car warranty, complimentary scheduled servicing 
for three years or 45,000km, and much more.

Prestige Direct  |  Our philosophy is to keep it simple, 
keep our overheads down and provide quality cars at 
competitive prices. So if you’re looking for a great deal on 
your next prestige car enquire about Prestige Direct. 

Specialist Wealth Group  |  Specialising in financial advice 
exclusively to Medical, Dental and Veterinary professionals, 
Specialist Wealth Group customises holistic solutions across 
financial planning, insurance, superannuation, estate planning, 
finance brokering services and tax minimisation strategies.

Make It Cheaper  |  As the official energy partner of 
AMA (NSW), Make It Cheaper would like to run a free bill 
comparison for you. Their energy health-check compares 
your bill against the competitive rates they have negotiated 
with their panel of retailers. Call 02 8077 0196 or email 
amansw@makeitcheaper.com.au for a free quote. 

Call AMA (NSW) member services on 02 9439 8822  
or email services@amansw.com.au. Visit our websites  
www.amansw.com.au or www.ama.com.au
Disclaimer: AMA (NSW) may financially benefit from its relationship with 
Preferred Partners. Please note: AMA Products is not affiliated with AMA 
(NSW) or Federal AMA. AMA Products is a separate business entity.

Mercedes-Benz Corporate Programme  |  Members 
can enjoy the benefits of this Programme which includes 
complimentary scheduled servicing for up to 3 years/75,000 
km, preferential pricing on selected vehicles and reduced 
dealer delivery charges. Also included is access to 
complimentary pick-up and drop-off, access to a loan vehicle 
during car servicing and up to 4 years of Mercedes-Benz 
Road Care nationwide. mercedes-benz.com.au/corporate 

Emirates  |  Emirates offers AMA members great discounts 
on airfare around the world: 8% off Flex Plus fares or flex 
fares on Business and Economy. 5% off Saver fares on 
Business and Economy class. The partnership agreement 
between Emirates and Qantas allows codeshare. Travel 
with Emirates to experience world-class service and take 
advantage of their great offers to AMA members.

Membership has its rewards
AMA (NSW) has the most comprehensive Medico-Legal and Employment Relations advice in Australia. 
Just some of the services that are available include awards advice and updates, court representation, 
mediation and human resource consulting. A comprehensive range of legal packages and draft contracts 
are available for members for a nominal fee. In addition, below are a list of our member service partners 
to assist you whatever the need.

AMA Auto Buying Service
A free service specialising in the 
acquisition, funding and disposal of all 
makes and models of motor vehicles.

Assign Medical
Assists members to source competent, 
friendly and committed staff for your 
business or practice. 

Commonwealth Bank 
Offering a special merchant facility at a 
low fee of 0.68% for most credit cards.

Investec Experien 
Specialist finance to meet the personal 
and practice needs of members. Finance 
solutions for practice requirements, motor 
vehicles, commercial/residential property 
and overdraft facilities. 

Gow-Gates Group
Complete insurance and financial services 
with special packages for AMA members. 
Services include: Wealth Creation, Risk 
Management, Doctors’ Practice Insurance 
and Superannuation.

Medprac Super Fund
The perfect super fund for doctors, 
with no entry fees. Have the option of 
managing your fund using a range of 
investment managers.

Prosper Group
A property advisory (buyer’s agent) 
who can source, perform due diligence 
and negotiate your home, investment 
properties or commercial premises, 
saving you time and money.

Other benefits:
Receive automatic subscriptions to the following publications:

n n AMA List of Medical Services and Fees Book 

n n The NSW Doctor

n n The Medical Journal of Australia

n n Australian Medicine

n n AMA Action (e-newsletter)

TressCox Lawyers
Expert legal advice for the medical 
profession. Members are entitled to a 
unique duty solicitor scheme offering  
one free consultation (referral required).

Accountants/Tax Advisers Panel
Experienced accounting firms who 
can assist you with your personal and 
professional accounting and taxation 
needs. Select the firm most suitable for 
your requirements.

AMA (NSW) Member Reward Card
Significant savings every year with 
participating restaurants, hotels and 
tourist attractions.

American Express
Offering corporate affinity programs and 
special discounts to members for credit 
cards and merchant facilities. 

Auscellardoor AMA (NSW) Wine 
Society
Boutique wines at specially negotiated 
prices for members every month.

Caltex StarCard
Consolidate your vehicle fuel expenses 
onto one easy-to-read monthly statement 
with access to the following fuel 
discounts: 2.5cpl off unleaded, Vortex 95 
and Diesel and 1.5cpl off Vortex 98.

Hertz
As the official car rental partner for AMA, 
Hertz offers discounted rates and a range 
of member benefits all year round. 

Qantas Club
Discounted rates for AMA members.  
Save up to $365 on membership.  
Fees as follows: Joining $200;  
One year $265; Two years $465.

AMA (NSW) Member Service Partners

25% REBATE
Introduce a new member to AMA (NSW) and receive 
a cheque equal to 25% of the new member’s 
subscription via our Member Get Member 
program. There are no limits.

To take advantage of your benefits call AMA (NSW) Member Services on (02) 9439 8822
or 1800 813 423 (outside Metropolitan areas)      4www.nswama.com.au

MEDPRAC

SUPERANNUATION

Qantas Club  |  Discounted rates saves you hundreds 
of dollars on membership. Joining fee $240, save $140; 
one year membership $390.60, save $119.30; two year 
membership $697.50, save $227.50. Partner rates  
(GST inclusive) Partner Joining Fee: $200, Partner 1 Year 
Membership Fee: $340, Partner 2 Year Membership  
Fee: $600.

Membership has its rewards
AMA (NSW) has the most comprehensive Medico-Legal and Employment Relations advice in Australia. 
Just some of the services that are available include awards advice and updates, court representation, 
mediation and human resource consulting. A comprehensive range of legal packages and draft contracts 
are available for members for a nominal fee. In addition, below are a list of our member service partners 
to assist you whatever the need.

AMA Auto Buying Service
A free service specialising in the 
acquisition, funding and disposal of all 
makes and models of motor vehicles.

Assign Medical
Assists members to source competent, 
friendly and committed staff for your 
business or practice. 

Commonwealth Bank 
Offering a special merchant facility at a 
low fee of 0.68% for most credit cards.

Investec Experien 
Specialist finance to meet the personal 
and practice needs of members. Finance 
solutions for practice requirements, motor 
vehicles, commercial/residential property 
and overdraft facilities. 

Gow-Gates Group
Complete insurance and financial services 
with special packages for AMA members. 
Services include: Wealth Creation, Risk 
Management, Doctors’ Practice Insurance 
and Superannuation.

Medprac Super Fund
The perfect super fund for doctors, 
with no entry fees. Have the option of 
managing your fund using a range of 
investment managers.

Prosper Group
A property advisory (buyer’s agent) 
who can source, perform due diligence 
and negotiate your home, investment 
properties or commercial premises, 
saving you time and money.

Other benefits:
Receive automatic subscriptions to the following publications:

n n AMA List of Medical Services and Fees Book 

n n The NSW Doctor

n n The Medical Journal of Australia

n n Australian Medicine

n n AMA Action (e-newsletter)

TressCox Lawyers
Expert legal advice for the medical 
profession. Members are entitled to a 
unique duty solicitor scheme offering  
one free consultation (referral required).

Accountants/Tax Advisers Panel
Experienced accounting firms who 
can assist you with your personal and 
professional accounting and taxation 
needs. Select the firm most suitable for 
your requirements.

AMA (NSW) Member Reward Card
Significant savings every year with 
participating restaurants, hotels and 
tourist attractions.

American Express
Offering corporate affinity programs and 
special discounts to members for credit 
cards and merchant facilities. 

Auscellardoor AMA (NSW) Wine 
Society
Boutique wines at specially negotiated 
prices for members every month.

Caltex StarCard
Consolidate your vehicle fuel expenses 
onto one easy-to-read monthly statement 
with access to the following fuel 
discounts: 2.5cpl off unleaded, Vortex 95 
and Diesel and 1.5cpl off Vortex 98.

Hertz
As the official car rental partner for AMA, 
Hertz offers discounted rates and a range 
of member benefits all year round. 

Qantas Club
Discounted rates for AMA members.  
Save up to $365 on membership.  
Fees as follows: Joining $200;  
One year $265; Two years $465.

AMA (NSW) Member Service Partners

25% REBATE
Introduce a new member to AMA (NSW) and receive 
a cheque equal to 25% of the new member’s 
subscription via our Member Get Member 
program. There are no limits.

To take advantage of your benefits call AMA (NSW) Member Services on (02) 9439 8822
or 1800 813 423 (outside Metropolitan areas)      4www.nswama.com.au

MEDPRAC

SUPERANNUATION

American Express  |  Corporate affinity programs and 
discounts on a range of six unique credit cards. Whichever 
card you choose you’ll enjoy the special benefits and extra 
value we’ve negotiated for you.

TressCox Lawyers  |  Expert legal advice and duty solicitor 
scheme with one free consultation (referral required).

BMW Corporate Programme  |  Members can enjoy the 
benefits of this Programme which includes complimentary 
scheduled servicing for 5 years/80,000 km, preferential pricing 
on selected vehicles and reduced dealer delivery charges. 

PREFERRED PARTNERS

MEMBER SERVICES

Membership has its rewards
AMA (NSW) has the most comprehensive Medico-Legal and Employment Relations advice in Australia. 
Just some of the services that are available include awards advice and updates, court representation, 
mediation and human resource consulting. A comprehensive range of legal packages and draft contracts 
are available for members for a nominal fee. In addition, below are a list of our member service partners 
to assist you whatever the need.

AMA Auto Buying Service
A free service specialising in the 
acquisition, funding and disposal of all 
makes and models of motor vehicles.

Assign Medical
Assists members to source competent, 
friendly and committed staff for your 
business or practice. 

Commonwealth Bank 
Offering a special merchant facility at a 
low fee of 0.68% for most credit cards.

Investec Experien 
Specialist finance to meet the personal 
and practice needs of members. Finance 
solutions for practice requirements, motor 
vehicles, commercial/residential property 
and overdraft facilities. 

Gow-Gates Group
Complete insurance and financial services 
with special packages for AMA members. 
Services include: Wealth Creation, Risk 
Management, Doctors’ Practice Insurance 
and Superannuation.

Medprac Super Fund
The perfect super fund for doctors, 
with no entry fees. Have the option of 
managing your fund using a range of 
investment managers.

Prosper Group
A property advisory (buyer’s agent) 
who can source, perform due diligence 
and negotiate your home, investment 
properties or commercial premises, 
saving you time and money.

Other benefits:
Receive automatic subscriptions to the following publications:

n n AMA List of Medical Services and Fees Book 

n n The NSW Doctor

n n The Medical Journal of Australia

n n Australian Medicine

n n AMA Action (e-newsletter)

TressCox Lawyers
Expert legal advice for the medical 
profession. Members are entitled to a 
unique duty solicitor scheme offering  
one free consultation (referral required).

Accountants/Tax Advisers Panel
Experienced accounting firms who 
can assist you with your personal and 
professional accounting and taxation 
needs. Select the firm most suitable for 
your requirements.

AMA (NSW) Member Reward Card
Significant savings every year with 
participating restaurants, hotels and 
tourist attractions.

American Express
Offering corporate affinity programs and 
special discounts to members for credit 
cards and merchant facilities. 

Auscellardoor AMA (NSW) Wine 
Society
Boutique wines at specially negotiated 
prices for members every month.

Caltex StarCard
Consolidate your vehicle fuel expenses 
onto one easy-to-read monthly statement 
with access to the following fuel 
discounts: 2.5cpl off unleaded, Vortex 95 
and Diesel and 1.5cpl off Vortex 98.

Hertz
As the official car rental partner for AMA, 
Hertz offers discounted rates and a range 
of member benefits all year round. 

Qantas Club
Discounted rates for AMA members.  
Save up to $365 on membership.  
Fees as follows: Joining $200;  
One year $265; Two years $465.

AMA (NSW) Member Service Partners

25% REBATE
Introduce a new member to AMA (NSW) and receive 
a cheque equal to 25% of the new member’s 
subscription via our Member Get Member 
program. There are no limits.

To take advantage of your benefits call AMA (NSW) Member Services on (02) 9439 8822
or 1800 813 423 (outside Metropolitan areas)      4www.nswama.com.au

MEDPRAC

SUPERANNUATION

Commonwealth Bank  |  AMA members pay no joining fee. 
New CBA merchant clients are eligible to 6 months free terminal 
rental and a free business account when they sign up their  
merchant facility with CBA and settle the funds to a CBA account.

Accountants/Tax Advisers  |  Cutcher & Neale’s expertise 
is built on an intimate understanding of both the unique 
circumstances of the medical profession and the opportunities 
available to you. Our team of medical accounting specialists 
are dedicated to helping you put the right structure in place 
now to ensure a lifetime of wealth creation and preservation. 

BOQ Specialist Bank Limited  |  BOQ Specialist delivers 
distinctive banking solutions to niche market segments. Our 
focus, experience and dedication to our clients have enabled 
us to become experts in a number of professional niches. We 
aim to add value to and build partnerships with our clients 
and we have been providing specialist banking in Australia for 
over 20 years.

Avis Budget  |  Avis Budget is the official car rental partner 
for AMA (NSW) offering discounted rates. Contact AMA 
member services for the details.

Sydney City Lexus  |  Members can enjoy the benefits 
of the Lexus Corporate Programme, including Encore 
Privileges. An exclusive offer in conjunction with Qantas 
is available to AMA members - earn one Qantas Point 
for every dollar spent on a new vehicle purchase, only at 
Sydney City Lexus.  

Disclaimer: AMA (NSW) may financially benefit from its relationships with Preferred Partners. 

Make your membership more rewarding everyday!
BOQ Specialist delivers distinctive banking solutions to niche market segments. Our 
focus, experience and dedication to our clients have enabled us to become experts in a 
number of professional niches. We aim to add value to and build partnerships with our 
clients and we have been providing specialist banking in Australia for over 20 years.

Our range of banking products and services includes:
Asset Finance: We can structure the finance and repayments for you to 
purchase practice assets, fit-out, motor vehicles and equipment.

Cash Management Facilities: Get the best out of your cash flow with 
innovative cash management facilities. Invest with a d-POD, POD+ or term 
deposit account and make your money work harder for you.

Commercial Property Finance: We offer competitive finance packages 

for the purchase of commercial property. Borrow up to 100% for your own 
commercial premises, or 90% for a commercial investment property.

Practice Purchase Loans: Whether you want to buy a practice, a share 
in a practice, or free up some capital, we offer a range of options.

Home Loans: We have dedicated mortgage specialists who can tailor a 
home loan that best suits your particular needs. Borrow up to 100% for 
your own home, or up to 95% for a residential investment property.

To find out more contact us on 1300 131 141 or visit us at boqspecialist.com.au/medical



T 1800 988 522 E medical@cutcher.com.au

NATIONAL 
SPONSOR

A CUTCHER & NEALE 
INITIATIVE

 Find peace of mind knowing that you 
are cared for by dedicated professionals

Dedicated to your profession 
but not your finances?

We can help

 �  Practice valuations
 �  Practice succession planning
 �  Structuring your practice for success

 �  Surgery acquisition strategies
 �  Superannuation gearing strategies
 �  Tax effective investment structuring

Have a technical question, call us!
An exclusive offer to you as part of our Duty Accountant service for AMA (NSW) members. 
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